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In this note we study the escape from a completely degenerated unstable point under small random 
noise. 
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1. Introduction 
The behavior of random processes near or at instabilities has been the object of 
several articles, both in the context of diffusion processes with a small noise term, 
as well as for random systems of interacting particles, beyond the hydrodynamical 
regime. 
In the first situation one considers a finite- or infinite-dimensional deterministic 
system 
X(t) = b(X(t)) (1.1) 
with X(0) =x being an unstable equilibrium point, and would like to know how 
does it escape from x, when submitted to a small external random noise. Typical 
examples are: 
(a) A finite-dimensional stochastic differential equation 
dX,(t)=-VU(X,(t))dt+e”“dW, (1.2) 
where U is a double-well potential on [Wd, ( W,), is a standard Brownian motion on 
IWd, 0 < F and X, (0) is the saddle point of U. 
(b) An infinite-dimensional diffusion, obtained by a small random perturbation 
of a reaction-diffusion equation 
a,m = $afrn - V’(m), m(r, 0) = m,(r), (1.3) 
where V( . ) is a potential on Iw. For example, it could be a diffusion formally given 
by (OS r< L, t~0): 
d,m,(r, t)=$fm,(r, t)- V’(m,(r, t))+c”2a(r, t), 
(1.4) 
mp(O, t) = m,(L, t) =O, m, ( r, 0) = md r), 
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where CY is a space time white noise, and O< e. See e.g. Faris and Jona-Lasinio 
(1982) for a precise definition. 
In the context of interacting particle systems a few situations have been analysed, 
mostly concerning a family of stochastic spin systems (a’(. , t)),ao with values on 
{+l, -l}“, which were introduced in De Masi, Ferrari and Lebowitz (1986). In some 
kind of hydrodynamical limit they are described by an equation of the type (1.3). 
In particular, for finite times, in the limit E + 0, the local macroscopic magnetization 
converges to the solution of equation (1.3), when the initial measure is close to a 
product measure with a smooth profile m,,( + ). In De Masi, Presutti and Vares (1986) 
and Calderoni et al. (1989) it has been shown that at macroscopic finite volume 
{+l,-1)“~ (iZ,=Z/[e-‘1) and for V(m)=~am"-$pm' and V(m)=~am"-$m" 
(0 <p < a), the results for a’(. , t) concerning its escape from m,( . ) = 0 agree with 
the corresponding cases of equations (1.2) and (1.4), as described by Pascuale and 
Tombesi (1979) for the quadratic maximum. And, in the case of quartic maximum 
they exemplify the phenomenon of transient bimodality, as described by Broggi, 
Lugiato and Colombo (1985). (See also Baras et al., 1983; Pasquale, Tartaglia and 
Tombesi, 1985.) More precisely, let us call Y,,, the Bernoulli product measure on 
{+l, -1)” with v,,(u(x)) = m, m E[-1, 11, and let p:‘ denote the law of &‘(a, t) 
when the initial measure is ZJ~ restricted to Z,. Then: 
(i) In the case of quadratic maximum (cf. De Masi, Presutti and Vares, 1986), 
def 
if t< t* = (2/3-l, 
F W* 
/ql” FII - $( v,* + v-,,*) if t > t”, as &JO, 
v,y(dm) if t = t”, 
where +m* and -m* are the points of minimum of V( .), and y is an absolutely 
continuous probability measure. 
(ii) In the case of quartic maximum (cf. Calderoni et al., 1989): 
p;- I/Z, - w* a(t)v,+~(l-u(t))(v,*+v~,*) as E&O 
where a( .) is continuous, strictly decreasing, with a(O) = 1, and lim,_+- a(t) = 0. 
Thus, lack of hyperbolicity leads to the cohexistence of v0 and $( v,* + v_,.) in 
the scale E~“~. The state in which we find the system is itself random. We refer to 
Broggi, Lugiato and Colombo (1985) for a discussion of such phenomenon (transient 
bimodality) in optical systems. In particular, it follows that on the time scale E-“’ 
the escape from v0 happens at a random, but not unpredictable time. One may ask 
if this will persist no matter which is the degree of degeneracy of V( . ) at zero. The 
expected answer is yes; we hope to get exponential times only for escape times from 
stable points. 
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In this note we analyse the escape from a completely flat maximum in one 
dimensional diffusions. For the moment we do not know how to treat this in a 
microscopic particle system, which would be highly interesting. 
2. The result and proof 
Let U:R +lQ be a C’ function satisfying: 
(a) There exists 6 > 0 so that U(x) = -eel/x2 for x E [-6, 61. 
(b) U is symmetric around the origin and has only two other critical points +m*, 
-m*, with U”(m*) > 0. 
(c) U” is bounded. 
We then consider the diffusion process X,( .) given by the following stochastic 
differential equation (0 < E < 1): 
dX,(t)=b(X,(t))dt+E”2dW,, X,(O) = 4 (2.1) 
for x E R, t > 0. Here b = -U’ and ( W,) is a standard Brownian motion on R, with 
w,=o. 
Under the above conditions the strong solution of equation (2.1) exists and it is 
unique (pathwise uniqueness). (See e.g. Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981.) 
Of course, condition (c) can be relaxed, since we are only interested in the escape 
from the origin. Thus, in our time scale we would not see any explosion, for U of 
class C’. 
Let puF( t) be the law of X,(t) when X, (0) = 0. We now state the following. 
Theorem. For any t 2 0: 
p,(s_‘lln El-‘?) ~a(t)60+~(l-a(t))(6,*+6~,*) QSF+o, 
where 6, denotes the Diruc point measure at x, and u(t) = P(T> t) for T = 
inf{t>O:IW,I>l}. 
Remark. This is completely analogous to what happens for a degenerated maximum 
with a finite degree of degeneracy, i.e., if 
U(x) = cuxzn+‘/(2n +2) -px’“/(2n) 
forxE[-l,l],withO<p<aandn 2 2. In this case, calculations as in the introduc- 
tion of Calderoni (1989) show that 
Pu,(E -(n-“lnt) -JL u(t)&)+$(l -u(t))(6,,*+6_,*) as E-,0, 
where u(t) = P(T> t) with T being the explosion time of the diffusion given by 
dZ,=@-‘dt+dW,, z,=o. 
In particular, we always have a( t + s) < a( t)u(s) for t > 0, s > 0, i.e. the transition 
time T has a distribution with increasing failure rates. 
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Proof of the theorem. Let (X,( t)),ao be the solution of equation (2.1) when X,(O) = 0, 
and let Y,(t) = Iln s1”2XF(s~‘lln E]-‘t). The process Y,( .) satisfies 
Y,(t)= & -‘IIn E\~“~ [’ b(lhr sl-“‘YF(s)) ds+ @; (2.2) 
where 6’: = E”~ Iln E\ “2 W,-11,~ F~-~, , t 2 0, is a standard Brownian motion, starting 
at zero. For any a E R, let 
r,(a)=inf{tzO: Y,(t)=a} (2.3) 
and let TF(a) = ~,(a) A ~,(--a) for a > 0. From assumption (a) we see that for 
a < 611n EI”~, 
so that, on t < fF(a), 
Y;y\)-l 
(Y,(t)- *?lflG2f]ln E(SUP--- 
\c, ;u:(s), . 
In particular, if we let F, = ?, (1 - Iln E I -‘) for 0 < y < 1, and observe that the function 
V(V) = E +‘/y’ (cp(0) = 0) is increasing on [0, Gjln E/“‘), we see there exists a 
constant C < +OO so that 
sup (Y,(t)- *‘;IS2C(Thi,)\ln Ele+r”+Y 
l<TAi, 
which implies that 
sup JY,(t)- *:I+0 a.s. as E&O. 
r<T~i, 
Consequently, for any t > 0, 
P(fF > t)+ P(T) t) as &JO 
with T as in the statement of the theorem. 
Obviously 
(2.5) 
P(X,(B-‘lln $‘t) E .I?, > f) 2 S,( .) as &JO. 
From the symmetry of U, if x, = (1 - Iln s(-‘)lln E(-“~, then 
P(X,(s-‘lln &I-‘+,) =x,)=$= P(X,(s-‘Jln EJ~‘?~) = -x,)_ 
From this, the strong Markov property, and the symmetry of U it remains to 
prove that if X,(e) is the solution of equation (2.1) with X,(O) =x,, then for any 
t>O and any 6’>0, 
P(lX,(,~‘lln&J-‘t)-m*l~S’)~l ass&O. (2.6) 
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In order to prove (2.6) it suffices to show that if X,(O) =x,, then with probability 
tending to one X, ( . ) reaches a finite value, say 16, in a time which is negligible in 
the scale &C’lln a\-‘. In fact, from well-known results on large deviations (Freidlin 
and Wentzell, 1984, p. 110 and p. 127), if X,(O) = $8, then for any 6’> 0 sufficiently 
small, there exist T < +CC and c > 0 so that X,( . ) reaches [m” -is’, m" ++a'] before 
time T, and remains inside [m* - S’, m* + 6’1 for a time at least ec’F, with probability 
tending to one as E + 0. 
We must then prove there exist t, converging to zero so that 
P(rF($lln E]“*)> t,I Y,(O)= 1 -Iln F]-~)+O as &JO. (2.7) 
Let b,(y) be the drift term of Y,( .). Since b,(y)20 for JJE (0, m*lln ~1”~) it 
follows at once that for any (t, ) which converges to zero, 
P(7,(0)~t,~Y,(O)=l-(ln~~~~)~O as&JO, 
and that there exist t, + 0 so that 
P(7,(1+2~1ne(~Y)<t,)Y,(0)=1-~ln~~~Y)~1 as&JO. (2.8) 
Now, the function b,( .) is increasing on (0, &?jln a]““) if we assume $3 <G, 
which we may do. Thus, for E sufficiently small, 
inf{bp(y): yE [l +Jln almY, $61ln .5l”‘]}>$n Fje”n ‘I’+’ 
and so if Yr(0) = 1+2)ln &I-’ with probability one, 
Y,(t)> 1+2(ln e(PY+#r e(e”““‘+‘r+ Cr 
on 
t G 7,(1 +(ln almY) A 7,(+6(In ~1”‘). 
In particular 
~P(~;~-IlnF(-yforsomet~Ilnel-~)d~f~(s) 
which tends to zero as E --f 0, if /3 > 2 y. Also 
P(7,($611n &I”*) > jln EJ-’ 1 Y,(O) = 1+2]ln F(-~) 
G P($ln E/e”” “‘+‘1+ r?l; <$?(ln E(“* for all ts (In E]-~)+ (L(F) 
< P(f(ln E/ ‘-pei’“fl’+Y+ $VFn FImO <$6(ln a(“*)+ $(E) 
= @($jlln E)“+i3V_$n E(‘-P/2el’n ‘I’-?)+ $(a) 
which tends to zero as E + 0, since 0 < y < 1. This fact and (2.8) imply (2.7), and so 
the theorem. 0 
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Note added in proof. A. De Masi, A. Pellegrinotti, E. Presutti and M.E. Vares have 
obtained an extension of the results of De Masi, Presutti and Vares (1986), leaving 
out the restriction of a fixed volume (work in preparation). This extension is essential 
for the investigation of the spatial structure of the phenomenon. Besides, in this 
work the authors correct an error they recently found in Section 2 of De Masi, 
Presutti and Vares (1986). 
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